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DYNAMICAL PROBLEMS OF THiiRMOEDASTIC ITY

W. How acid. /Warsaw/

We known from experiment that deformation of a body is asso-

ciated with a change of heat content in it. The time varying

loading of a body causes in it not only displacements but

also temperature distribution changing in time. Conversely,

the heating of a body produces in it deformation and tempe-

rature change. The motion of a body is characterized by

mutual interaction between deformation and temperature Sales.

The domain of science dealing with the mutual interaction

of these fields is called the thermoelasticity.

Owing to the coupling between these fields, the temperature

terms appear in the displacement equations of motion, where-

as the deformation terms - in the equation of thermal con-

ductivity.

The coupling between deformation and temperature fields

was first postulated by J.M.C.Duhamel, the originator of

the theory of thermal stresses who has introduced the dila-

tation term in the equation of thermal conductivity. However,

this equation was not well grounded in the thermodynamical

way. Then, the attempt of the thermodynamical. justification

of this equation was undertaken by W.Voigt £ 2 J and H.

Jeffreys f 3 J. However, just lately as in 1956, J.i.A.Biot

C ^ J gave the full justification of the thermal conducti-
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vity equation on the foundation of thermodynamics of irrever-

sible processes C 5 J • M.A.Biot also presented tlie fundamen-

tal methods for solving the thermoelastioity equation as

well as the variational theorem.

The thermoelasticity describe a broad range of phenomena,

it is the generalization of the classical theory of elasti-

city and at the theory of thermal conductivity. Now, the

thermoelasticity is a domain of science fully formed. The

fundamental relations and differential equations have been

formulated. A number of methods for solving the thermoelas-

ticity equations and basic energy and variational theorems

have been developed* Scientific workers have solved some

problems' concerning the propagation of thermoelastic waves.

As it is known, the research work in the field of tharmoelas-

ticity was preceded by wide investigations in the framework

of the so-callod theory of thermal stresses. Under this

name we mean the investigation of strains and stresses pro-

duced by heating a body with the simplifying assumption

that thermal conductivity doss not affect the deformation

of an elastic body.

In this theory originating from the beginnings of the elas-

ticity theory and recently being intensively developed

owing to its growing practical significance, the classical

equation of thermal conductivity, not containing the -uerm

associated with the body deformation, has been used.

The elastokinetics has been used simultaneusly with the
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theory of thermal stresses. In this case, the simplifying

assumption has been introduced which postulates that the

heat exchange among body parts, caused by heat conductivity,

is so slow that the motion can be thought of as an adiaba-

tic process.

The domains mentioned here constitute now the particular

case of the more general theory, namely, of elasticity. The

particular theorems and methods of the theory of thermal

conductivity and of the classical theory of elasticity are

comprised in general theorems and methods of thermoelasti-

city.

It should be noted that solutions obtained within framework

of the thermoelasticity differ slightly from solutions of

•Hie classical theory of elasticity or the theory of thermal

conductivity. The coupling between the deformation and tem-

perature field is weak. But the qualitative differences are

fundamental. This is seen, even if, on the examples of elas-

tic waves which within the framework of thermoelasticity

are damped and dispersed, whereas in the framework of elas-

tokinetics, only undamped waves appear. The thermoelastici-

ty is of fundamental significance in those cases in which

the investigation of elastic dissipation is a main aim.

The meaning of thermoelasticity consists chifly in cogni-

zing and generalizing value of this theory.

In the present paper of survey character, the attention is

focused at foundations of thermodynamical theories, at the
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differential equations of thermoelasticity and more impor-

tant methods for solving them and at general energy and va-

riational theorems.

Smaller attention is devoted to solving concrete problems

and the reader is referred to literature enlisted at the

end of the work. When writing function relations and equa-

tions, we shall apply the index tensor notation in the

Cartesian system of coordinates.

2. fundamental assumptions and relations of the linear

thermoelasticity

In the present section, we shall consider homogeneous ani-

sotropic elastic bodies. For these bodies, we shall derive

general relations and extended equations of thermal condu-

ctivity, and after that, we shall deal with a homogeneous

isotropic body which will the subject of the further sec-

tions of the present work.

Let a body be in the temperature To in an undeformed

and unstressed state /with absence of external forces /.

This starting state will be called the natural state,

assuming that entropy equals to zero for this body. Owing

to the action of external forces, i.e. body and surface for-

ces, and under the influence of heat sources and heating

/or cooling/ the body surface, the medium will be subjec-

ted to deformation and temperature change. The displace-

ments u will appear in the body and the temperature
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change can be written as B^T-TQ , where T is the

absolute temperature of a point x of the body. The tem-

pex'ature change is accompanied by arising stresses £,-.-

and strains Sjj . The quantities u , 0 , en , ff;;

are the functions of position x and time t .

We assume that the temperature change 8=T-T0 accompanying

deformation is small and increase in the temperature does

not result in essential variations of material coefficients

both elastic and thermal. These coefficients will regarded

as independent of 7" .

To the introduced assumption 10/7̂ ,1 «/l let us add others con-

cerning small strains. Namely, we assume that second powers

and products of the components of strains may be neglected

as small quantities compared with the strains e\: . Thus,

we restrict further considerations to the thermoelasticity

geometrically linear. The dependency among strains and dis-

placements is confined to the linear relation.

As i t is known, strains can not be arbitrary functions,

they must satisfy six relations, the so-called relations

of geometrical inseparability

-£jl,ik-£ik,jt = O, ij^kj = 1,2,3. /2.2/

The main task becomes the obtaining of state equations

relating the components of stress tensor &jj with the
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components of strain tensor en and of beiaperature 9

Let us note that the mechanical and thermal state of the

medium is , at a given time instant, completely described by

the distribution of stresses £/; and temperature 8 . We

hence conclude that for the isothermal change of state

fJmTj) > we encounter the process elastically and thermo-

dynamically reversible. However, in processes in which the

teinperature changes take place, we observe two interrela-

ted phenomena, namely, the reversible elastic process and

the irreversible thermodynamics! process., (The latter is

caused by spontaneous and thereby irreversible process of

carrying the heat by means of thermal conductivity.

Thermoelastic disturbances can not be described with the

help of classical themodynamics and we have to use the re-

lations of the thermodynamics of irreversible processes

To obtain the state equations, we should consider the ener-

gy of the system. We start from the differential relation

originating from the first principle of thermodynamics

du-aijdejj + dQ /2m3/

The relation shows that a small change du in the internal

energy is equal to a sum of strain work and an increment

of heat amount introduced to the considered infinitely small

volume of the body. A change of heat quantity equals to

Tds , where 5 is an entropy, and thus Eq. f2..J>J takes
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the form

du - djj dEij - Tds. /2.5»/

be
It should added that the increment of the internal energy

u is a total differential, the independent variables are

in /2.3V strains s,y and entropy s , so that u«ufey,s).

It is more convenient to replace the function u by the

free energy F-u-sT, as a function of variables e;j and T

df" <Ty deij -sdT. /2.V

The dF is a total differential, too.

The relations /2.3/ and /2.4/ permit to determine stresses

as the function of independent variables £/.- and 5 or

6jj and T . Taking into account that

/2.6/

we obtain, from equating /2.3V with /2.5/ and /2.4/ with

/2.6/, the following expressions-

In further considerations, we shall make use of the third

equation of /2.7/, aiming at presenting the stresses <j/;
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as the function of strains £;: and of T

Let us expand the function F(eij,T) into an infinite series

in the neighbourhood of the natural state F(0,To):

n T

From the escpansion of F(^n,T) we retain only the l i -

near and quadratic terms, confining ourselves to only l i -

near relations among stresses By , strains and tempera-

ture change 0.

Taking into account that for EJ; =0 , T= 7̂  , we con-

sider the natural state', i t can be assumed that F(0,To)=0

The term dF(O,TQ)/dT will be also equated to zero. Since

i t results from equating Sqs. /2.4/ and /2.6/ that (dF/df)e=S

therefore, for the natural state, there is

Let us now talce advantage of the third one of expressions

/2.7/
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Thus we have obtained the linear relation for small strains

which agrees with the introduced assumption /B/TQ/4 1.

It should be put df(OJ0)/dejj = 0 in Eq. /2.9/ since, for

the natural state £jj~O , T= To , i t should be ffn = 0.

Introducing denotation

dzF(0Jo) r d2F(0,To)_ dzf(Q,T0)_
deijdek, ~CiJkl' deijdT P'J' ~W^~

we present the relations /2.8/ and /2.9/ in the form

% , V-i cijki £// eki -flij eij B+j-9, /2.10/

Let us note additionally that

In the relations /2.11/, we recognize the Hooke's law gene-

ralized for thermoelastic problems. The /2.11/ are called

the Duhamel-Neumann relations for an anisotropic body. She

constants C,y/f/, ji/; f concerning the isothermal state play

the rolo Of material constants f 7 J- The quantities C(ŷ ;

are the components of the tensor of elastic stiffness.

In the elasticity theory of an anisotropic body, the follo-

wing symmetry properties of tensor are proved
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cijkl - Cjikl , c,yw = cjjik , C[jki - ckuj. / 2 . 1 5 /

These relations lead to reduction or quantity of constants

from til to 21 of nutuaily independent constants t'oi' a body

with general anisotropy.

Let us solve the systeac of equations /2.11/ for deforma-

tions

^j"Sijklaki+aijd. /2.1V

The quantities S/jk/ are called tho coefficiexits of elastic

susceptibility. Also for these quantities, the symmetry

relations hold

sijkl~sjikh sijkl~sijlk , Sijkl-Sklij-

Let us nov; consider a volume element of the anisotropic

body free of stresses on its surface. Then, according to

/2.14/, we obtain for this element

2he relation /2.1.V describes the familiar physical pheno-

aenon, namely, the proportionality of the element deforma-

tions to the increment of temperature 9 , The quantities

OL[j are the coefficients of linear thermal expansion. The

O.\j is a syuuetr-ic tensor what follows from the symmetry

of the tensor £y . It should added that the coefficient

of volume ti.eruial ejrpanciotl ajj is an invariant.

Frota the relations /2.11/ and /2,14/ we get thft following
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= a,y.

In the further considerations concerning derivation of the

extended equation of thermal conductivity it will be ne-

cessary to present the internal energy and entropy as a

function of deformation and temperature. The starting point

are the total differentials

Inserting /2.18/ into /2.17/, we obtain

The necessary and sufficient condition in order the quanti-

ty du to be a total differential is

Prom this condition, the relation results
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or talcing into account the second term in the group /2.16/

/2.20/

On the other hand, we utilize the thermodynamical relation

= C£, / 2 . 2 1 /

where Cg is a specific heat related to unit volume at

constant deformation. Substituting /2.20/ and /2.21/ into

/2.18/ and /2.19/, we obtain

ds - )3,y d£[j +Y^T, /2 .22/

du-*eijdeij + Tp;jdEij+cedT. /2.23/

Inserting the relations /2.11/ into /2.25/ and integrating

the expressions /2.20/ and /2.23/ with the assumption

that for the natural state (T=TQ,£u'=Q, ffij=O) there is

S = 0 , U^O , we have

/2.2V

/j +ce0. /2.25/

111 the expression for entropy, the first terra on the right

hand side is due the coupling of deformation field with

temperature field, ths second tern expresses the entropy

caused by the heat flow. The purely elastic term does not
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appear in this expression. It hence results that deformation

process is, in the isothermal conditions(reversible and does

not cause increament in the entropy. In the expression /2..2'}/

for the internal energy, three terms sppear. The first of

them is of purely elastic character, it represents the strain

work, the second - heat content in a unit volume, the middle

term is a result of mutual interaction between deformation

and temperature field.s. For the particular case of isother-

mal process, there is U=£;,cr,j/2 + 7Jĵ ,j£(y,

Let us return to the expression /2.24/. In virtue of the

introduced assumption |0/7(j)<M , the function ln(i+8/T0)

can be expanded into an infinite series and. only one teru

of expansion can be taken into account. Thus, we obtain

S-pijBjj+Y-B. /2.26/

3?or the internal energy F—U-sT , we have

P(jSij 9- jf~ 9Z
 /2.27/

In this way, we have determined the n=*~ce/TOt involved

In /2.10/.

I t remains to interrelate the entropy with the thermal con-

ductivity. In a solid body, the heat transfer is realized

through the thermal conductivity meant as a transfer of

heat from spots with higher temperature to those with lower
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one. The equation of thermal conductivity is derived from

the principle of energy conservation expressed in the form

of entropy flow. This law constituting the local formula-

tion of the second principle of thermodynamics can be

written in the form

By q, let us denote the vector of the energy flow which in

our case, is equal to the heat flow.

Let us consider a "body contanining the region V enveloped

by the surface A . Then the integral

V V

denotes the entropy increment in the volume V in a time

unit which is caused by the heat flow.

The relation /2.29/ can also be presented in the form

1/ /2.29V

The entropy increment in time consists here of two main

parts viz., of the surface integral expressing increment

/positive or negative/ of entropy due to the heat exchange

with, enviroment, and of the integral associated with the

generating of entropy in the region V.
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Let U8 return to the relation /2 .28/ which can be presented

in the form

This expression describes, in a local manner, the entropy

increment in time.

I t i s seen from comparing /2.29V and /2 .50/ that the

f irs t term in /2 .30/ concerns the exchange of entropy with

environment, the second term i s related to generating en-

tropy in an elementary volume of the body. The relation

/2.30/ can be presented in the form

where o->-qf-T,-/r is a source of entropy.

By dse/dt let us denote the exchange of entropy with en-

vironment, by dsj/dt the rate of generating entropy.

Shen C 5 J

* $ , /Ml/

the local, formulation of the second principle of thermody-

namics of ixTever&ible processes requires in order to be

in each element of the body
ds dse , ds; n ds;
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The entropy source G is in an irreversible process always

and everywhere greater than zero, in an reversible it is

equal to zero. \'le shall utilize this theorem in further con-

siderations .

The source of entropy is associated with origins of irrever-

sible processes, with the so-called intensive quantities or

therao dynamical stimuli Fj , This interconnection can be

written as

The entropy source is equal to a sum of products of thermo-

dynamical stimuli and components of heat flow coupled with

them. From equating /2.31/ and /2.3£/ i t is seen that

Then the temperature gradient is a thermodyngmical stimuli

for the thermal conductivity.

On the other hand, among the components of heat flow vector

q, and thermodynamical stimuli there exists the function

relation

For laminar flows which will be considered here, we can

assume that the relation /2.J4/ is linear i .e . that

Thet;e are the jihenor.enological equations of the energy

i'low. 'i'iie quantities Ljj appeai'lnG ill fcJieai are the con-
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stants satisfying the Onsager's relations

L,y — LjV . /2.36/

Substituting /2.J5/ into /2.35/, we obtain

This equation agrees with the Fourier's law for the thermal

conductivity in an anisotropic body. For the entropy source,

we get

T; T;
O-=L,j-Yf->0. /2.38/

Since i t always must be 6>0 , then the quantities L;;

must be positive. Introducing the quantities %ij°=Ljj/T >0

/coefficients of thermal conductivity/, we obtain the fol-

lowing law of the heat flow in an anisotropic medium

<U = - X < j T } . /2.59/

Combining the relations /2.39/ and /2.28/ and differentia-

ting the /2.26/ with respect to time, we arrive at the

equations

/ 2 ' 4 0 /

Equating these equations yields the equation of thermal

conductivity



Let us note that this is a nonlinear equation on account

of i ts right-hand side. Putting T=T0 in the right-

hand side of /2.42/, we linearize this equation. 'Finally,

we obtain

/2.42V

In this extended equation of thermal conductivity, the

term TojSij£ji, appears which characterizes the coupling of

deformation field with temperature field. The dot above

the function denotes the derivative of this function with

respect to time. If, sources of heat act in the body, we

should add to /2.40/ the quantity, which determines the

amount of heat produced in a unit of volume and time

Bq. /2.421/, in the case of the appearance of heat source

in the body, is extended to the form

/2.42»'/

On the foundation of Duhamel-Neumann relations derived

for an anisotropio body, we shall easily go on to aniso-

tropio body applying the following relation
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f<f*i, 72.45/

Here, /Ut 4 are Lame's constants for an isothermal state,

and

The quantity c^ is the coefficient of linear thermal

expansion. In this way, the relations /2.11/ and /2.14/

transform in the Duhamel-Nemnann relations for an isotropic

body

For an. isotropic ^i/-^dL' , Thus, the equation of

thermal conductivity /2 .42" / assumes the form / 4 / :

or

where
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?1 r ,/'/<•

Let us give, moreover, the expressions of ^ . /" . •' for an

anisotropic body. We obtain

• 7J- '

The state equation and the equations of thernual conducti-

vity derived in this section should be joined with the

equations of motion of a solid deformable body. In this

way, we shall obtain a full set of tliermoelas^icity

equations.

Let us attract attention to the fact the coupling of tem-

perature and deformation fields vanishes when external

forces or heating the body is stationary. In this case,

the time derivatives disappear in the equation of thermal

conductivity, Sq. /2.46/ transforms into Poisaon's

equation .
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3. Differential aquations of thereto elasticity and methods

for solving tiiem

The full set of the differential equations of th3rmoelas-

ticity is composed of the equations of motion and the equa-

tions of thermal conductivity. The equations of motion

can tie transformed, making use of the Estate equations

and of the relations among displacements and deformations

into the three equations containing displacements

and temperature P~ as unknown functions

The above equations and those of thermal conductivity

are coupled each other. Body forces, heat sources, heating

and heat flow through the surface enveloping the region

and initial conditions are the causes of arising both dis-

placements and temperature accompanying them in a body.
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Boundary conditions of a mechanical type are given in the

form of either given displacements 2tt or loadings fii-tyV/

on, the surface — • Ihermal conditions can be, in a general

way, written in the £arm

c/JKt. +ftV-?h/>(,t/
l
/ KC-^C^U, *//•••- »'T') /3.6/

determining the heat flow through the surface — . If

/3 = oO , then the temperature v on boundary is equal to

zero; if </- °o , then we have the case of the surface Z.

thermally isolated. The initial conditions hints that at

an initial time instant, e.g. for t~O f displacement

4£' , velocity of these displacements and temperature

are the known functions

Oho system of Bqs /5.4/ and /3.5/ is greatly complicated

and the tendency is obvious to lead this system to a

system of simpler equations viz., wave equations. The

essential simplification is obtained by decomposition of

the displacement vector and the vector of body forces

into potential part and solenoidal part. Substituting

then, into Eq.. /3.V and /3.5/ , the formulae

/3.8/
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where V i 2 are the scalar functions, whereas &•

and / vector functions, we lead the thermoelasticity

equations to the following system of equations / 8 /

/ 3 . 9 /

The following denotations are introduced here

Eqs. /3.9/ and /3.11/ are coupled each other la a direct

manner. Elimination of the function ^ leads to th© ©qtta-

tion of a longitudinal wave

(aid -

Eq.s, /5.10/ describes a transverse wave. I»«fc us not©

that the functions 'P and ^ ' are ^oiaed mutually through

houndai'y conditions which will "be Qxpressed, in every

case, by displacements Zi and derivatives of theso

functions and by temperature v .

Eliminating the function $ out of Bqs. /3.9/

/3.11/, we obtain the equation



We see that Eqs. /3.12/ and /3.1J/ have the same form. The

structure of these formulae, what will be discussed later,

indicates that we consider a wave damped and subjected to

disperssion. In an unfunded thermoelastic space, the longi-

tudinal and transverse waves propagate independently of each

other. Let us assume that heat sources (i and body forces

Jfi ' f t , ; are the source of motion. Under the assumption

that Y(• s 0 . and that ini t ia l conditions connected with

Eq.. /3.10/ are equal to zero, we have y.( s. O in the whole

space.

In the unbounded space, there will arise only longitudinal

waves of dilatation character.

Taking into account /5.2/ and /3.8/ , we have

and

If, in the unbounded space the body forces (<• - f'̂ />( '¥*,/

act, whereas 6-C t iK O and ¥fct?)*C <£/*fi)-*O

then only the functions pt are different from zero, but

c- s £• , •y's. C in the whole region. Only the transvexsse

waves are propagated and their velocity is ,1'$ */'— ) ~

These waves are not accompanied by heat production.
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Let us observe that for transverse waves there i s

In a bounded body, there appear simultaneously, in principle,

two kinds of waves. The solution for Eqs. /3.10/ and /5.12/

will be constructed of two parts viz., of the particular

integrals of these equations V , ft" and of the general

integrals of homogeneous equations

where, the functions r and %; should be chosen so as

to satisfy all possible boundary conditions.

The next method used for solving the differential equations

of thermoelasticity is the method of disjoining the equa-

tions which consists in leading Eq. /3-V and /3.5/ to a

system of four equations decoupled. Only one unknown func-

tion appears in each equation. Presumably, this method was

first used by Hilbert f 3 J for the differential equations

of optics. A certain i ts variant in the operator form de-

veloped by G.Moisil £lQJ was applied for the quasi-sta-

t ic equations of thermoelasticity by V.Ionescu-Cazimir

Z"12_7 . S.Kaliski £\\ J has disjoined the dynamical equa-

tions of thermoelasticity on another way. This result was

repeated, using other else manner, by J.S.Postrigacz / 13/

and D.RUdiger /"14 7 .

Omitting details of this method, we shall present only
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the final result. We introduce one scalar function o.

one vector function Q and with the help of them we express

displacement and temperature as follows

«!• •-- <£t% ~F2ify)§ +*&*> / 3 . 1 V

z£• - *> <> «£ £7/ c£- -A / / - « ) Z 7 / ^ ; / 5 . 1 5 /

where

Substituting 5̂  iand ^ into Eqs. /5.V and /3.5/ we

obtain four already decoupled equations for the functions

ai (ajo -

To these equations, we should add boundary and initial con-

ditions. In the boundary conditions, there appear, of

course, the functions ifi- and # . Ihe simplicity of the

differential equations /J.16/ and /3.17/ is, however, ran-

somed with the complicated form of boundary conditions.

Therefore, Bqs. /3.16/ and /3.17/ will be applied, f i rs t of

a l l , in a unbounded space, where boundary conditions in

str ict sanse do not exist and they aro replaced by the re-
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quirement of zero values of displacements and temperature

in infinity. This postulate is fulfilled if distribution

of body forces and of heat sources is restricted to a

finite region.

The interesting way for solving the differential equations

of thermoelasticity was given by H.Zorski £15 J . Ihis

way leads to transforming the system of differential equa-

tion /3.V and /3.5/ into a system of three differential

equations for displacements Ztt . We shall present it

shortly in reference to an unbounded space with the assum-

ption of homogeneous initial conditions. We write the conduc-

tivity equation in such a form that the term containing di-

latation velocity is on the right-hand side of equation

Regarding the function #^; / as a heat source, we can

give the solution of Eq. /3.18/ using the Green's function

valid for the classical equation of thermal conductivity

/3.19/

Inserting the solution of Bq. /3.18/

0 V
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into the displacement equations /3.V, we get the following

differential-integral equation

. ) - 1 , ) ? > < K / [ t , >.// - ( & • /5.20/

If the displacement vector is decomposed accordi.ig to for-

mula /3.8/ , then Eq. /3.20/ disintegrates into the system

of equations

Otf - C /3.22/

Ihe differential-integral equation /3.21/ is equivalent to

Eqs. /3.9/ and /3.11/.

In certain cases, especially when 'boundary conditions are

given ir terms of stresses, i t is useful to utilize the

equations analogous to Beltrami-Michell equations. These

equations for uncoupled problems have been derived by

J.^gnaczak Z~l 6J , for coupled problems by E.Soos yf 17 J .

Another method of solutions in terms of stresses in refe-

rence to a plane state of deformation was given by W.

Nowacki /~18J .

If the variability of body forces, heat sources, surface
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loadings and heatings is slow, then the inertial terms in

the equations of motion can be deleted and the problem can

"bo regarded as quasi-static. The quasi-static equations of

thermoelasticity

continue to tie coupled. A solution for this system of equa-

tions is particularly simple for ran unbounded thermoelastic

medium in which heat sources <2 and body forces of the

potential type Af-^^i act. By introducing the thermo-

elastic potential of displacement $ , we obtain, from

/2.25/ and /3.24-/, the disjoined system of equations / 15 /

/3.2V

The temperature V" 3.s determined hero from a parabolic

differential equation whose structure) is similar to the

classical equation of thermal conductivity.

For disjoining the system of Eqs, /3.2J/ and /3*24/ we

can also apply the manner1 presented previously /equations

/5.1V - /3.17/ which consists in neglecting the inertial

terms appearing there.

The manner given by M.A.Biot £"4 J is also interesting.
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By introducing the expression for entropy

= Iff*. -^- &• /3.26/

into the Sets. /3.2J/ and /J.24/ with the assumption #=0 ,

•/)*'•••* C , we obtain fcha system of equations

These equations are disjoined and the entropy fulfills pa-

rabolic equations. The solution of Eqs. /3.27Z can be

irritton in the form of Paplcowich-Boussinesq potentials

f ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ / ^ Z3.29/

with the assumption that the vector function <£ is har-

monic. To determine the functions jfB , yt: we have at

our disposal the following equations

Fy{ - e, F>/- 0 (V~£&)</"» 0,

where ^ ' ( C ^ ^ ' -

After determining the functions fi , t̂  and taking

into account boundary and initial conditions, we shall

obtain displacements from the formula /3.29/.
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As we have mentioned at the very beginning, the tehermoelas-

t ic i ty comprises full divisions of the directions developed

so far separately: classical elaatokinetics, thermal conduc-

t iv i ty theory and thermal stresses theory. We shall arrive

at the differential equations of classical elastokinetics

assuming that the motion executes in adiabatic conditions

i . e . without heat exchange among particular parts of body.

Sincee for an adiabatic process, there i s ,4~C , then we

obtain from the formula /3 .26/ tr--yatrZn or after

integrating and assuming homogeneous Init ial conditions

This equation replaces the equation of heat conduction.

Inserting /3.31/ into /3.V, we obtain the displacement

equation of classical alastokinetics

where

The quantities 4/, A"-J are the Lame's constants measured

in adiab&tlc conditions. The state equations after substi-

tuting /3 .31/ into / 3 . 2 / take the form

<Py = Jfa(y'+ Jj &K <?y : /3 . 33/

In the theory of thermal stresses in which the influence

of body surface heating and heat sources action on defor-

mation and stress state of a body is considered, the
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Influence of the term * • 1. appearing in the thermal conduc-

tivity equation on the body deformation is assumed to be

•very small and negligible jratcically. This simplification

leads bo the system of two equations independent of each

other

The tenperature ^ is determined from /5.55/f i»®. from

the classical equation of thermal conductivity. When we know

the temperature distribution, we are able to determine dis-

placements from Bqs. /3.3V.

Wide literature is devoted to theory of thermal stresses.

Many practical problems both quasi-static and dynamic have

been solved so far. The methods for solving the system of

equations / J . JV and /3.J5/ have been elaborated in details.

The reader can find them in monographs ,£"19 7 - Z~22 / .

In the case of steady flow of heat, the production of en-

tropy is compensated by the exchange of entropy with envi-

ronment. This exchange is negative and i t s absolute value

is equal to entropy production in a body. In the equations

of thermoelasticity fb.^f and /3.5/ the derivatives with

respect to time disappear, iiq /3.4-/ becomes the equation

of elastostatics

? ^ f y /3.36/
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and the thermal conductivity equation transforms in the

equation of parabolic *;n?e, the Poisson's equation

In virtue of the familiar analogy of body forces £ 2$ J ,

the determination of thermal stresses is reduced here to

the solutions of the classical theory of elasticity.

4. Variational theoreasof thermoelasticity

It is known how great part is played by the variational

theorems in the elasticity theory with variation of defor-

mation state or stress state. They permit not only to

derive the differential equations describing the bending

of plates shells, discs, membranes, etc., but also to con-

struct approximative solutions. In what follows, we shall

present the variational theorem with the variation of de-

formation state for thermoelasticity. This method was de-

vised by M.A.Biot C^J • *bis theorem will be consisted

of two parts; first of them utilizes the d'Alembert* s

principle familiar in the elasticity theory

= f/%--
In this equation QZ/t are the virtual increments of dis-

placements^ O£i' the virtual increments of deformations.
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We assume that ffUi and ffy are arbitrary continuous

functions independent of time and complying with, the con-

ditions constraining the body motion.

The d'-Alembert's principle i s valid irrespectively of body

material, i . e . for a l l forms of dependency of the stress

state on deformation state. Supplementing / 4 . 1 / with the

state equation and introducing the quantity

-A• t-i&t)9) ft /4.2/

where the integrand i s a quadratic form positive definite,

we obtain from / 4 . 1 / the following equation

The second part of the variational theorem should take ad-

vantage of the laws governing the heat flow, therefore ,

we shall u t i l i ze the expressions interrelating the heat

flow, temperature and entropy

These relations can be written in the form more convenient

further studies by Introducing the vector function

interrelated with entropy and flow in the following way

4% . A . 5/
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Combining /*«4/ and A . 5/ each other we obtain

7c'SI •- - I #< ,

Let us Multiply the first one of Eqs. /4.6/ by the -virtual

increment f/~l' and integrate over the body region

•ihrough traneforming this integral and taking into account

the second one of the relations /4.6/, we obtain equation

in vzhich there is involved the term \"vded¥ identical
y

to the appearing in fL\.j>/'. Eliminating this term from

Eqs. /^ .4/ and /4.8/ , we get the final form of the varia-

kional theorem

V 2 - 2

We have introduced here the following denotations

The function ' is called the thermal potential, •/) the
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dissipation function. Let us consider, moreover, the parti-

cular cases. If we assume 6"*-Jr*b* in Eq. /4.3/, what

corresponds to assumption of adiabatic process, then A.3/

transforms into

' ' A . l l /

where

fa • fffr fifty f | ^ frr; ^

and /̂ ir, -̂rf are the Lame»s adiabatic constants. The Eg.A.I/

constitutes the d'Alembert's principle for classical elasto-

kLnetics.

In the theory of thermal stresses we neglect the mutual in-

teraction of the deformation and temperature fields what is

expressed by deleting the term #ft* Z- in the second one

of the lc[s, /4.4/ . Neglecting this term leads to modified

Bq. /4 .8 / . We obtain here

z
expresses the variational theorem for the classi-

cal uncoupled problem of- thermal conductivity. In the theory

of thermal stress, we have at our disposal two equations

viz., Eqs.A.12/ and A .3 / in which the function (- is

thought of as the known function.

Let us now return to the general variativnal theorem of
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thermoelasticity /4»9/ and assume that the virtual incre-

meats Ou. , C'£,' , 0o< , etc. coincide with the in-

crements really occuring when the process pass from a time

instant ^ to i-f-Jt . 0!hen

and so forth.

Putting /4.1J/ into /4.9/, we obtain

A. IV

where A~2.ItyPi vV \ s ^ Q ijinetic energy, X. dissi-

pation function, where

The equation /4.14/ is called the basic energy theorem of

thermoelasticity. This theorem can be utilized to deter-

mine the uniqueness of solutions for the thermoelasticity

equations ^*21_7 , C^&J • Proceeding in like manner as

in the e3.asticity theory, v/e assume that the thermoelasti-

city equations are satisfied by two groups of functions

tfj' , $•' and ../ , $•" . Constructing the difference

among these functions yc
 r uL •$, , -^ *&-£ and in-

serting it into JSqs. />-.4/ and /5.5/» we see that these
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aquations are homogeneous and satisfy homogeneous boundary

and init ial conditions. To the functions •% , tr there

then coiTfespoads a thermodynainical body an interior of

which is free of heat sources and body forces and which is

not loaded on i t s surface and i t finds itself in the condi-

tions of aero temperature v . The formula /4.1V will

answer th© question •wh.et»ei? or not displacements ^ and

temperature '•'/ will qppeor in the body interior. Eq. /4.14/

t&kss the fora

The l a t e r a l appearing on left-hand side of the equation is

equal to zero at initial time instant since the functions

£ ^ ^ / ̂  satisfy the homogeneous initial conditions .

On the other side, the derived inequality indicates that

the left-hand side of equation either decreases assuming

negative values, or i t is equal to zero.

Since the expression under the integral sign is a sum of

the second powers and the integrand is equal to zero for

r* 0 t so only the second one of the mentioned alternati-

ves ie possible. As a tesult we obtain ^ =• C , £ - e ,

v~O for <r>c . Since the stresses 07/ are linearly

related to the quantities £ , # then also <£ = o for

In consequence, we obtain
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Then, there exists only one solution for tha tfoermoelasti-

city equations.

••>. Ihe reciprocity theorem

One of the most interesting theorems of the thermo elastici-

ty theory is the B.Betti's theorem on reciprocity. Since

not only the symmetry of fundamental solutions /of Green's

function/ follows from this theorem, tut also It provides

foundation for developing farther methods for integrating

the differential equations of the thernioelasticlv;y theory,

!Ehe extended theorem on reciprocity concerning the thermo-

olasticity problems has been fully formulated by V.Ionescu-

Oaaiaiir /"2$ J • H » elements of this theorem, .altough ex-

pressed in a lass general form can be found in works by

M.A.Biot Z~26.7.

We shall present the reciprocity theorem to its sain out-

linos ejKjshe-siaing rtuaerous its applications.

Let two systems of forces act in an isotxoplc body. We

assume that inside the body V , the heat sources and

body forces oparat®, and on body surface, the loadings A'

and temperature 2̂ > ?̂> are given. We denote these causes in

abbreviation ̂ ' / ^ A ; ̂ i and the consequences follo-

wing from them - by the symbol C~ f&i/ &J , The second
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system of causes and consequences is denoted by

l'~ jj(l, ft, £$} <&»<£ C''«f%.',&] . The ini t ia l conditions

are assumed to be homogeneous. Starting from motion equa-

tions, thermal conductivity equations and Duhamel-Neumann

relations written for both systems, suitably adding those

systems and integrating over the region V , we obtain two

equations of reciprocity for the transforms of functions

involved in both systems

V V T
where

44/k,f>) • tyfajt)B <&,> on so forth.
e

'She f i rs t of these equations arises from employing the

motion equations and state equations with applying the

Green's transformation. Eliminating from these equations

the common terms, we get the following equation

/5.V

Z f

The Uq. /5.?/ should be subjected to the Laplace's inverse

transformation. After utilizing the theorem on convolution,
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we .have

The Bq. /5° ; ' / is valid for both dynamical and quasi-static

problems. But in both cases, the functions %• % & and

^ ' , # have different meaning. We have assumed in our con-

siderations that on the surface -? , the loading fac- and

temperature v*v are given. I t is seen from the structure

of Bq. /5.4/ that we can assume that on Z displacements

and heat flow are proportional to the gradient of tempera-

ture z6/»7 •* Q&*-

The Bqs. /5.4/ are also satisfied for mixed "boundary con-

ditions.

The Bq. /5.4-/ assumes particularly simple form for an un-

bounded body, because, in this case, the surface integrals

vanish.

If we encounter vibration harmonically varying in time

i i ' ' and so forth



then the equation of reciprocity takes the form

/5.4V

We shall obtain from Bq,. /5.4/ a number of interesting con-

clusions. Let'us assume that at the point £ of the region

y , the instantaneous force Xt * cty-&)ff/t)eft/ acts

which is directed along y -axis, whereas at the point Jjf'

the concentrated, force Xt'-c?/k~ &')<?/£•)£* which is di-

rected along <£( .-axis. If we assume that the boundary con-

ditions are homogeneous, the relation /5.4-/ gives

the heat source Q "u/k-fg)d/&) an<i the source Q

f we have

If the concentrated and instantaneous force 'it *•<?/%''Or

is applied at the point if ., and the heat source c£ =

C:X-g'.](:"/c/ at the point Y^hen the following relation is

obtained from 3q. /^ .4 /

5
e- C
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Lot the heat source $aJ%f)cffy)cffe')-irf) moves with a

constant velocity 4t~ in the direction of ^', -axis.

Assuming that in the system of causes with "primes" & =

from /5.4/

4 4 / w tr; %%t 4 *-rM"

!Die above formula permits to determine the temperature

caused by moving heat source making use of the expression

for temperature caused by the action of instantaneous but

not moving heat source.

Prom Eqjs. /5«l/i /5»2/ or /5.5/ t we can obtain particular

forms of the reciprocity theorem which concern the classi-

cal elastokinetics and the thermal stresses theory.

If we assume that deformation takes place in adiabatic

conditions, then i* should be put &=~ty

201*-^Jr %"&* in / 5 . 1 / . Ihen, the following equation

remains

/5.5/

Ihe Bq. /5.2/ disappears since in the elastokinetics we

assume that heat sources do not exist in a body and the "body

surface is thermally isolated.

In the theory of thermal stresses, we neglect the dilata-

tion term in the thermal conductivity equation. This omi-

tting is formally equivalent to putting ^ ^ <̂  in Kq. /5.2/ .
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Thus, we obtain the equations

ypW-ftkr-q /5.s/

°- /5.7/
r .?

•She Eq. /5.6/ has been derived by W.M.Majziel / 27 / .

Ihe Bq. /5 .7/ is the equation of reciprocity for the classi-

cal equation of thermal conductivity.

We shall, moreover, consider the case in which the causes

J* fk],f>i, Q, WJ and consequences £*-}%,&} refer to a

coupled problem of chermoelasticity, and the causes I =

- 2%t/ fo/Qj 4P.J ami consequences C-Ji/,:, v j to a

uncoupled problem. Talcing into account the difference in

the thermal conductivity equations for coupled end uncoup-

led problems

we obtain instead of Bq. /5.8/ the following equation

Eliminating the term /&?&? out of 3qs. / 5 . 1 / and /5.9/
r

we Ket the reciBrocitv theorem Ln the
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Let us now assume that only concentrated and Instantaneous

heat source acts in the system with "primes" and boundary

conditions are homogeneous. Inserting then into Bq.. / 5 .10 /

we have

where

Since the functions 3J"/ V are known as solutions for the

differential equations of the thermal stresses theory, and

the functions %, fyf*/ * ' are given, then the function

n/fF/fO i s known. Xhe Bq,. / 5 . 11 / i s the Predholm»a inte-

gral nonhomogeneous equation of the second kind in which the

temperature "Tr appears as an unknown function. Also dis-

placements can be obtained in the like manner.

She procedure here presented was proposed by V.Ionescu-

Oasimir £25 3 and applied for determining the Green's

function in an unbounded e last ic region /~28_7 . £~29 7 .
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6. *Ehe methods for integrating thermoelasticity equations

following; from, the reciprocity theorem

In the elastostatics, the expression is derived which inter~

relates displacement %'{>(. 6) ,•<<?-¥ , ?> O inside a

tody with displacements W and loadings A on the body

surface. Thosa relations are familiar as the Somiglian's

and Green's theorem £30 J • We shall present below the

theorems of suchakind extended for the thermoelasticity

problems.

Let us assume that causes producing deformations and tempe-

rature in the body are expressed solely by initial condi-

tions. CHie initial conditions are assumed to be homogeneous.

The equations describing the body motion are of the form

We add the state equations to these equations

62- <-2tf ̂' -r i It™ -ff &)c^: /6.2/

We consider the second system of equations with "primes"

concerning an unbounded thermoelastic body

and the Duhamel-Neumann equations

til %lAttL
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In Bqs. / 6 .1 / • /6.V we perform the Laplace's transfor-

mation with taking into account homogeneous ini t ial condi-

tions, and next we add suitably these equations and accom-

plish integration over the region V .

After a number transformations which are omitted here, we

obtain finally / 31 /

/6.5/

This formula -can also be derived from the reciprocity

theorem /5.5/ assuming &'*<?/<-$)#&), At °0, f/» ty Q~&-

let us consider, in turn, the second system of equations

/ 6 .6/

/ 6 - 7 /

Die functions ty, •&" are assigned to a unbounded thermo-

elastic region. They are induced by action of instantane-

ous concentrated force Ai -o£(-fg)Ur£)vt4 directed,

towards th« K* -axis. Putting X/'J/k-tyJk-)^, K'0, Q^O,
Q^O in the reciprocity theorem, we obtain the following

expression for displacements &v ̂ "51 7
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The Bqs. /6.5/ and /6.9/ should be subjected additionally

to the Laplace's inverse transformation. It leads to con-

volution expressions which, are omitted here,
I

The Eqs. /6»5/ and /6.9/ consitute the generalization of

Somiglian's equations for the thermoelasticity problems.

Using them, we are able to express the functions •2ft'^C,ty^

vfy t), H6 V/ c~> O ia terms of surface integrals in which

the functions - ^ ^ and their derivatives appear.

If the Green's functions <£-. # and î ^ t^ are chosen so

as they refer to a body occupying the region Y bounded by

the surface 2 and if i t is assumed that the following

boundary conditions should be satisfied on2f

#'.^ &.ot *?.($ £'* o o n ^
then Eqs. /6.5/ and /6.9/ are simplified to the form

5.10/

.11/

These formulae constitute the solution of the first boun-

dary problem in which displacements •& and temperature fr
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are given on £ . If the functions Vi/ & and &*, & were

related to a body occupying the region V free from loadings

and temperature on the surface^ i t should be added to Eqa.

/ 6 .5/ and / 6 . 9 /

Oj n$- 6 ft"* °/ #'- ° on -2\
In this caae, the formulae / 6 . 5 / and / 6 . 9 / assume the form

and they consitute the solution of the second boundary

problem in which loadings ^* and temperature 1s are

given on the surface -? • However, the application of

formulae /6«10/ - /6 .13/ ia restricted owing to the d i f f i -

culties associated with obtaining the Green's functions

Vif&i /b»/'
lfr satisfying the boundary conditions given in

advance. In the analogous way as for the extended Somi-

glian'8 and Green's formulae, we can construct the solu-

tion of thermoelasticity equations for mixed boundary con-

ditions. One of manners, being the extension of the W.M.

Majziel methods from the thermal problems theory to thermo-

elast icity problems, can be found in the previously cited
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work by V. Ionescu-Cazimir C2-5 7 . I t consists in using

the Green's functions satisfying at once mixed boundary

conditions. Olhe second manner devised by W.Nowacki /752 7

consists in making use of the Green's auxiliary functions

fulfilling continuous boundary conditions and leading the

problem to solving the system of Fredholm's integral equa-

tions of the first order.

7. Harmonic waves

In discussion of a wave of the simplest type i .e . the plane

harmonic wave, the essential properties of the propagation

of elastic waves, their character, velocity of wave propa-

gation, wave dispersion and damping are revealed at once.

Also the fundamental differences among thermoelastic waves

and elastic and thermal waves will be disclosed /f 35.7 and

L^J .

Let us consider a harmonic plane wave, moving in the direc-

tion of Xi -axis, induced by a cause of mechanical or ther-

mal nature. Since displacements 2̂ ' and temperature &

depend solely on the variables X, and t , the displace-

ment equations and the thermal conductivity equations,

after taking into account that

assume the form
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/ * •?„ -v /7*2/

where

Sliminating the temperature ^ from the two first equa-

tions, we have

*" =° /7.3/

The first equation refers to a longitudinal wave, two remai-

-ning ones to transverse waves.

If we insert

into the two first of Eqa. /7.2/, we ottain

After eliminating the quantity /z?" from these relation,

we ottain the following algebraic equation

from which, we determine the roots



These roots are the functions of the parameter('. &* A/e\

£a,94tft) . For e~O , we have

The following functions are the solutions of the two first

EOJB. /7.2/

/ 7 # 5 /

The transverse waves are given by relations

/7.6/

ft ¥ )?t C
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Ihey move with the constant velocity ,<£

These waves do not cause volume change and do not produce

the -temperature f ie ld accompanying the wave motion.

The set of Eqs, /7»5/ wi l l be called the equations of thermo-

elast lc waves. The f i r s t Eq.. / 7 . 5 / presents a longitudinal

wave* the second - the temperature accompanying to these

waves. Denoting T>y ^g //3*/,Z) the phase velocity, and
o

by i/k the damping coefficient and combining them with the

roots of Bq. JlAf by means of re la t ions

we transform Eg,. 77.5/ into th© form

nsu

#?
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I t i s seen tha t both waves are damped and subjected to d i s -

persion because the phase veloci t ies Ifo depend on frequen-

cies QJ . The physical meaning of the waves / 7 . 7 / i s clear

i f we compare them with waves in a hypothetical medium cha-

racter ized by the zero value of l inear expansion a£ . For

c£» O , and then for «*»•<? /#»- & the two f i r s t of Eq.s.
c

/ 7 . 2 / become

C%+ *y **. o, ($* f) #*~ & n. 8/

The solutions for these equations take the form

/7.9/

where

s
Here ^ represents the wave purely elastic moving in the

direction of the */ -axis or -*> -axis with the constant

velocity i^-*?, . These waves are subjected neither dam-

ping nor dispersion. The second one of Sqs. /7.9/ represents

the wave purely thermal undergoing damping and dispersion.

The damping is characterized by the coefficient •»""
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Dispersion takes here place since the phase velocity

^ " AV/̂ O >fl*"«7 i S a funct ion of t h e frequency «L*

Eqs. / 7 . 7 / descr ibe t he modified l ong i tud ina l wave and t h e

modi/tc</ thermal wave. From comparing / 7 . 7 / and / 7 . 9 / , i t

results that the root &/£) characterizes the quasi-elastic

form of a thermoelastic wave, since fo/o) *<J~^ toft'/

refers to the wave purely elastic. Similarly, the root £i/s)

characterizes the form of quasi-thermal wave, whereas

,&t/e) a k '* ff concerns the purely thermal waves in a hypo-

thetic medium. I t is interesting fact that in the modified'

elastic wave /the first equation of the group /7.9/ /

there appear closely each other the quasi-elastic terms

*-{-*/**&)

and the quasi-thermal terms

The similar situation exists in the modified thermal wave.

Moreover, we should discuss the roots £< , «« or the

quantities v$ -jtj; /?--£/, Introducing new denotations
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we lead the Eq. /7.4/ to the simple form

The roots J^ & of this equation are the functions of

parameters £ and $T-~& . !Ehe quantity £=0"W-*r is a

constant depending on thermal and mechanical properties of

materials /whereas the jf changes together with a change

of frequency 4;,) . Ihe quantity 4>* is a characteristic

quantity for given material.

The frequency of forced vibrations <V is limited by the

quantity

Resulting from the Debye's spectrum for longitudinal waves

/~?5 J » In this formula, "v denotes the atomio mass of

a material constituting an elastic body, and f^.la ~

<=• /**+§*?) i Tsheiw, -̂  fa are the LamS^a constants for an

adiabatic state.

fundamental values for four metals are set in the table

fib

Uc

cm/sek.

£

selc.-''

cm"''

sekl'

Aluminium

6,32xlO'r

5,56x10-'

4,66x10''

1,51x10^

9,80x10(>l

Copper

4,56x10^

1,68x10"''

1,73x10"

3,29x10!

7,55x10 f*

Steel

S.SOxlO1"

2,97x10*

1.75X1O'-'

4,48xlO':

9,95xlO'-'

Lead

2,14xlOy

7,33x10''

1,91x10"

3,27x10*

3,69x10'*
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In the table, there is also given the damping coefficient

•lfy for X- °O where 1% ~ * f-yl- *

Let us note tha t 4fc i s considerably greater than *&* . In

the laboratory t e s t s performed with the help of ul t rosonic

vibrat ion of very high frequency there i s

so that for mechanical vibration encountered in. practice i t

can be assumed that Jf» ^y <£ / .

The graphs of ra t ios "*/C^r a n i i * / *̂  versus the

variable Jf- &/&* for copper C~5$J are shown i n

1 and 2 .

as -

Pig. 1 Pig. 2

It is saen from the Pig.l that the phase velocityris greater

than (£t)r and tends to this value as Jf--oO . The damping

coefficient <$ increases together with X and a.t small

frequencies i t is proportional t o ^ * approaching the asym-
(LaO

ptotic value V,. .In the neighbourhood of
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abscissa X*/ /&"#*' , the quantities change abruptly. But

for the practical application of the theory, we take into

account only a small region of variability of /- %,*

Therefore, for Jf-tfJ , the roots £, Jr; can be expanded

into power series in r and we can employ the relation

In thi3 way, we can obtain approximate values of phase velo-

cities and damping coefficients. We present them according

to P.Chadwiclc f

4 '&&/t*fp-M~r,

It seen that for y<<i} >% *.&[**• f)"* can be considered as

a constant value slightly greater than 4 - f, )r and the

quasi elastic longitudinal wave can be treated as damped

but not subjected to dispersion.

We shall present below the solution of a very siaple

example of plane wave when plane heat; source acts with the
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intensity <2» . This source changes harmonically in time

and operates in the plane Xt-Q .We get here

*,>o.

phase velocities ' ^ and the damping coefficients tji

are taken from the formulae /7.11/.

If we neglect the coupling of deformation and temperature

fields, i .e. if in the thermal conductivity equation we

delete the term ftf** , then inserting fy/ej = <T ,

4t/ti)-ff instead of 4tft) , 4 A ) , we obtain from /7.12/

the approximate solution of the thermal stresses theory

/ 7 t l 3 /
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The displacement 2C- is composed of two parts: of the undam-

ped elastic wave moving with the velocity <> and of the

diffusion wave damped and subjected to dispersion.

So far, a number of particular problems concerning the pro-

pagation of plane waves in elastic space and semi-space has

been solved. Namely, I.N.Sneddon [ V? J studied the propa-

gation of wave in a semi-infinite and infinite rod with

the assumption of various boundary conditions, and thereby

various causes inducing waves. The author considered forced

vibration for a finite rod. W.NowacfcL £3QJ considered the

action of plane body forces in an unbounded space and the

action of plane heat sources excitating vibration in the

thermoelastic layer Z"38_7 .

The interesting result is here that the phenomenon of reso-

nance does not arise for forced vibration. It follows from

the character of wave motion which is damped. For forced

vibration we have the amplitudes with finite values. Namely,

for the case of layer of the thickness «t which is free of

stresses and temperature in the planes bounding the layer

-V/-=̂  /G. subjected to the action of heat sources $*

we obtain the following expression for the stress

where
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We shall not obtain here resonance, since the denominator

under the sum sign is always positive. In the particular

case c/= 0"' corresponding to the resonance for uncoupled

problem, the ^-th term of this series can be written as

. 15/

This term possesses a finite value altough a magnitude of

stress <£/*' will be considerable because the £ is for

metals of the order of eeveral percents.

8. Spherical and cylindrical waves

Let us consider the wave equation characterizing longitu-

dinal thermoelastic waves which was derived in Sec. 5

/formulae /5.9/ and /3.11/

CJfa

If we assume that the wave motion changes harmonically in

time, then if

then from Sqs. /&.!/ and /8.2/, we obtain the follov/ing



equations

where the quantities £,&t are the roots of Eq. /7.4/ dis-

cussed in the preceding section.

Let us consider these solutions for Eq. /8 .5/ which are

characterized by singularity at the point Jf and which

depend on radius W „ distance between the points X and

Us . Ihese eolations which will be denoted by

satisfy the equations

Here 4)~3 refers to a three-dimensional problem, /#»,£ to

a two-dimensional problem. In Eq. /8.4/, the summation

with respect to the index <* should not be performed.

The general solution of Eq. /8.4/ takes the form

Here rim and Hm ere the Hankel's functions of-

order and of the first and the second kind.

For ^ - 3 /then for •*»-/ /we have

SL*",
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and the function

*> / 8 ' 6 /

becomes the solution of Eq.. /8.4/.

In an unbounded thermoelastic space,, we take into account

only the first term of Bq. /8.6/, since the solution

represents a divergent wave propagating with thn adopted

phase from the system origin /f~ O to inf in i ty . Only

this solution has the physical sence. For a cylindrical

wave for /?)•*£ and /s%?* O we get

tf /8'7/

Here, we take into account only the f i r s t term of / 8 . 7 /

'for un unbounded medium since for high values of the ar-

gument, we obtain

/ 8 . 8 /

representing a diverent wave propagating in the direction

of increasing o~ .
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In the expression /8.8/ the symbol Of*"* denotes the

value A which is such that the ratio *•/*•* remains boun-

ded as • >--** ••* . The solutions here presented £_

r/J'/A/.^ should satisfy in infinity the so-called emission

conditions /~38, 39 and 4-0_7 :

4,3: f-
' u • v-r i /8.9/

These formulae inform about the behaviour of fundamental

solutions in the neighbourhood of a point removed infini-

tely.

If we consider such a class of solutions for Eqs. /8.3/

which behave in infinity similarly as the fundamental solu-

tions <2_ , f Me (K4T) then we should require the satis

faction, by the functions 9̂ *» ^4 f & of the following

conditions in infinity

To these solutions we should add the condition on a finite

value of the function

for iy -r '30
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where the symbol Oft) denotes a value arbitrarily small.

Longitudinal spherical waves are obtained only for a special

choice of disturbances. They arise owing to the action of

heat sources and body forces of the potential origin, both

in unbounded and bounded medium with a spherical void with

the boundary conditions characterized by the symmetry with

respect to a point.

Let us consider one of those casesp namely, the action of

the concentrated heat source <£„ 6 £p/r) . We assume the

following form of the solution for Eq. /8.3/

<P-f/4**'*4J*y Z8.ii/
where constants ̂ /,/fg. will be determined from the condition

of requirement in order that the heat flow through the sur-

face of sphere r-+ O he equal to the heat source intensity,

and in order that 2£*= —£. be equal to zero for -r-*=c .

In consequence we obtain for the functions 9*f tfrthe following

formulae /f 41J
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Here i t is a damping coefficient;, 4% a phase velocity of

the wave. The functions r/ ft* are damped, subjected to dis-

persion, satisfy emission conditions and exhibit a singula-

ri ty at the point ^"'C

Having known the function &*, we are able to determine ra-

dial displacement %-$s • For #, ™ / the formulae

/3.12/ become the Green's functions for the potential <&*

and temperature &* . If the distribution of sources 3/xft) =

Q%)e''k' is given in a bounded region //• , the potential

is expi'essed by the formula

^J - fcft?) <$% fa) dr/$.
then, a number of particular cases has been solved

referring to spherical waves. They concern the action of

compression centre in an unbounded region and the space

with void with the assumption of various boundary condi-

tions characterized by a spherical symmetry /"41..7 /~38_7 .

A number of theorems has been developed for spherical waves,

They can be thought of as an extension of the Hslmholtz's

theorem for elastolcinetics and the eaalogous theorem of

the thermal conductivity theory JBbr the problems of thermo-

elasticity £"31.7 • 'Hie idaa of t h i s theorem is the

following. The system of equations is given

(V1 vl)u *-»tv%q [Y* flvr y< V%r, & /s .
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which is regular in the considered region -B , Here •%*

denotes the potential of thermoelastic displacement, -3'¥

temperature. The elimination of functions u* or 9* from

Bqs. /8.1V lead — to the equation of the type /8.3/.

It can be exhibited that if the function u ? ?*f 2** '?£*"

are given on the boundary /41 of the region ̂  , then the

functions at a point X&B can be written as

/8.1V

In this case, the functions r /*/&) , #/*/&) are the

solutions of equations

where

4!*-- At- <r o/>/,£

^C'S t where C i s a whole space, there ±

Por an uncoupled problem (£*o) i . e . for the theory of

thermal stresses, the second integral of Bq. / 8 . 1 V dis -

appears. In consequence, we obtain the equation
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so it is the theorem familiar in the thermal conductivity

theory. For the function ?/Yx) we obtain the following

formula

/8.18/

The symtol Ok "» V t#i t A<t is introduced in this

formula. The formula /8.18/ is expressed through the func-

tion #VV) inside the region 8 "by means of the function

5
on the surface 4 , Vftien going on from thermoelasticity to

elaatokinetics, we obtain from /8.18/ after a number of

transformations, the Helmholtz's familiar theorem £~42_7

if Jfc 'y

Here
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Spherical waves can arise in the case of linear heat source

or linear compression centre, or in an unbounded thennoelas-

tic medium with a cylindrical void on the boundary of which

heating, pressure or deformation takes place and It Is dis-

tributed in a axial-symmetrical wey.

Of numerous solutions /$&, 41, 43_7 • we referring to a li-

near heat source

For the amplitudes of displacement thermoelastic potential

and for temperature we obtain the following formulae / 41 / .

V)1 ; • /8.2O/

these functions satisfy the emission conditions. They are

damped and subjected to dispersion.

S«-3l̂ e .ftrean'a functions for an unbounded tb-ermoelastio
medium, The singular integral equation of thermoelasti-

In the preceding section, we have presented the Green's

functions for point linear heat source. They satisfy the

equations
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By iV, £^ v/e denote here the amplitudes of displacements and

temperature. In turn we should determine the Green's func-

tions for a concentrated force, let, at the point & of an

unbounded region, the concentrated force Xi-a'x- jp )<//•/S

act which is directed towards the .Yv-axis. The action of

this forces produces both longitudinal and transverse waves.

We should solve the system of equations

in which we have denoted by $ * ty(* & ' the amplitudes of

stresses, displacements and the teoiperature caused by the

action of the concentrated force applied at the point £

and directed towards the /*V-axis. The system of Sq. /9.2/

can be replaced by the system of wave equations

^ /9.3/

These equations follow from Eqs. /9.2/ under the assumption

that

V % X- f/p*J$t <r*rf). /9.5/
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The amplitudes of body forces are determined from the for-

mulae

/ 9' 6 /

?or the considered here case of the concentrated, force di-

rected towards the */ -axis, we find

From the-solutions of Bgs. /9.4/ we obtain

^ / 9* 6 /

Vrom the solution of Bq. /9.3/ with taldjig into account

the fact that the function 9? is characterized by an

axial symmetry with respect to the Ac -axis, we obtain

where



The temperature $ is determined from the formula

Employing the formulae /9.5/ and /9.8/ we

•Ehese functions have a singularity at the point J1 and

satisfy in infinity the emission conditions. If a concen-

trated force acts in the direction of the Xa -axis, we

have the following expression for the Green's displace-

ment tensor fy6 and for temperature t7

From the found solutions for a concentrated force, we

can obtain further singularities, expressions %sf& for a

double force, for a concentrated moment and for a centre

of compression.

For a two-dimensional problem, we obtain for the force con-

centrated and directed towards the Aj -axis, the following
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Green's functions

Having known displacement functions and temperature for

the action of a concentrated heat source and a concentra-

ted force, we are able to construct methods for integrating

the thermoelaaticity equations for a bounded body £""31_7 •

la introduce the thermoelastic surface potentials analogous

to the elastokinetlcs potentials / 39 /

/9.15/

Here &/£)/ ffjf) are the unknown densities of the

corresponding regularity. The functions #r, t̂  %*, $* are

the Green's functions satisfying the Bqs. /9.1/ and /9.2/,

i.e. they are the known functions. The following system is

called the thernoelastic potential, of a double layer
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The following denotations are introduced here

fit ft*)

Lastly, we can utilize the thermoelastic potential being

the combination of potential of single and double layer

It is exhibited that the potentials fc/x) , V/k) are the

continuous functions of the points *• 6 £ . But the poten-

tials of double layer M/k)/ M*) exhibit discontinuity

on this surface. For we have

/9.18/

0!he functions M/&) , M'/&) and

correspondingly the limit of vector M/

denote

on the surface X as *• X
as
from the inte-

rior of the region /7 and /f^/jf.) as %*& <?J?

It is exhibited that the first surface integral, in the for-

mulae /9.I6/ represent a discontinuous function, the second

integral - a continuous function.

'we next introduce the denotations
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/9.19/

where Ki, V are defined by the formulae /9.15/. It may be

shown that

/9#20/

Ihe tharmoelastio potentials /9.15/ - /9.17/ and the rela-

tions concerning discontinuities of these potentials allow

to reduce the fundamental boundary problems to solving a

system of singular integral equations.

Let us consider the case when displacements

and temperature &/$*) ~9fjfo) are given on the boundary 5"

then w« look for solutions in the form

whore the functions Ufx)i &/*) are given by the formulae

/9.16/. We oan easily verify that Inside the region /

the Eqa.

are satisfied, where
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Taking into account the relations /9.18/ for the functions

e arrive at the following system of coupled inte-

/9»22/

)
gral equations

TheBe equations have the form of singular integral equations

of the second kind, and the integrals occttring in them should

be thought of in the sense of major values. If, on the boun-

dary ^T , displacements %'/&>) *-ft'i£e)sxi&. heat f 3.ow gST/fĉ s."

=• i>/3F°) are given, then we look for solutions

in the form

where the functions ty S/ are given by the formulae /9.17/.

We can easily verify that inside the region A , the Eqs.

/9.21/ are satisfied, and the unknown densities fulfill the

system of integral singular equations

% -fifa)
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where ,

The quantity 0/^ is defined analogously. Let us

note lastly that if loading */£ *&/&) and heat flow

S* •Sf$o) are given on Z ., then the solution should be

sought for using the potentials of a single layer Ki/x) ,

y/x) . The investigation of existence and uniqueness of

the obtained singular equations is carried out in the simi-

lar way ae it takes places in elastodynamica. Ihe systems

of singular integral equations presented here comprise par-

ticular cases related to thermal stresses theory, thermal

conductivity theory and elastodynamics.

When developing the general theory of propagation of thermo-

elastic waves changing harmonically in time, there was sol-

ved simultaneously a number particular problems, leading

them to the form useful for discussion. They are mostly the

problems typical for classical elastokinetics which, in the

framework of thermoelaaticity were extended and generalized.

A great deal of attention was devoted to surface waves, This

problem was first discussed in the work by F.J.Lockett 7

and then, in-broader and more thorough manner, by P.Chad-

wick and D.W.Windlo

When deriving surface waves in a plane state of deformation,

we start from the wave equations /for longitudinal and trans

verse wave/ and from the thermal conductivity equation. The
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wave travels parallelly to the plane bounding the seiai-

space and vanishes in greater depth. I t is assumed that

stresses and teaiperature, or stresses and heat flow dis-

appear in the plane bounding the space. An algebraic equa-

tion of the third order with aomplex coefficients is obtai-

ned from the determinant of the system of equations expre-

ssing homogeneous boundary conditions. One of roots of this

equation satisfying prescribed inequalities provides a pha-

se velocity of surface wave. I t is found that the surface

wave undergoes damping and dispersion, i t s velocity is

smaller than velocity of longitudinal and transverse waves.

ff.Nowacki and M.SokolowsJd. have investigated, in the similar

way, the propagation of harmonic wave in a thermoelastic

layer. The authors considered there both symmetric and anti-

symmetric /elastic wave/ form of wave for two thermal con-

ditions on the boundary/ tf=-0 and fy** 0 . Owing to a

small value of the parameter characterizing the thermoelas-

t i c medium, the approximate solution of transcedental equa-

tion has been presented using the perturbation method.

The propagation of harmonic waves in an infinite circular

cylinder and thick-walled pipe was studied by F.J.Lockett

C50j giving the transcedental equations relevant to this

problem. J.Ignaczak and W.Nowacki /j? 2 J have considered the

forced vibration of an infinite cylinder with rectangular

cross-section. Heating the cylinder surface and action of

heat sources were here the cause exciting vibration. The same
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authours presented in Z~53_7 the method for solving and

solution itself of the problem of the forced longitudinal

vibration in discs and of the flexural vibratlonB produced

by loadings and heating in plates. She work by P.Chedwick

Z~~54_7 la devoted for the analogous problems,

The propagation of thermoelastic plane wave in an unbounded

medium in spherical and cylindrical wave Z~^°_7 I s t&* n«x*

problem solved, Ihe idea is following. A plane wave induced

by the action of plane heat source moves in an unbounded

space and encounter spherical or cylindrical void. Slowing

around this void the temperature field undergoes a distur-

bance, the concentration of temperature and stresses takes

place in the neighbourhood of the void. The paxrfcial solu-

tion obtained here is in a closed form and the residual so-

lution is expressed as an infinite system of algebraic'equa-

tions with complex coefficienta.

A pretty big group of solutions corresponds to the so-called

Lamb's problem of classical elaatoklneticB. Ihe question

consists in considering the influence of leadings and hea-

tings acting on a tnormoelastlc sesai-epace. Two typical pro-

blems have been Kolved here, namely, when loading or heating

is axlally symmetric and when loading and heating produces

a plane state of deformation Uv$3. further problems concer-

ning the action of sources of heat /concentrated or linear/

in an elastic semi-space £~*H 3 have something in common

with those above subjects. However, the solutions of this
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group are only of formal character - till then scientists

failed in obtaining even approximate solutions suitable for

discussion.

10. The aperiodic problems of thermoelasticity

The domain of investigation discussed here ia a branch of

thermoelasticity developed most weakly. This is owing to

great mathematic troubles encountered in obtaining solutions.

In general, three -ways are used for solving the aperiodic

problems of thermoelasticity. The first one consists in

eliminating the time i from the differential equations of

thermoelasticity

^ W fX' mf* '/̂ '' no.v

by subjecting these equations to the Laplace's transforma-

tions or the Fourier's transformation with respect to time.

The former transformation is most frequently applied owing

to numerous inverse transformations.

Subjecting then /10.1/ to the Laplace'a transformation de-

fined by relation

and assuming the homogeneity of initial conditions, we

obtain from /10.1/ the following transformed solutions
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/&
/ 1 0 . 2 /

Here, the unknown functions i&y& depend on position

and transformation parameter jb . Solving the Eqs. /10.2/

is not very difficult for many particular problems ; the

troubles are of the same order as in the problems of vib-

ration harmonically changing in time. The essential diffi-

cBlty consists in performing the Laplace's inverse transfor-

mation for the obtained solutions VtfcfO, / ^

The second way of solving consists in subjecting the Eqs.

/10.1/ to the Fourier's triple integral transformation with

respect to the -variables *7 . Thus, the Eqs. /10.1/ are

led to a system of ordinary differential equations, in which

time appears as an independent variable. After solving this

equation, the Fourier's triple inverse transformation is

accomplished Z*56J7 •

The third way eagerly used for thermoelastic space and senii-

space consists in applying the Fourier's quadruple trans-

formation. The system of equations /10.1/ is led to a sys-

tem of four algebraic equations for the transforms U, & .

The quadruple inverse transformation provides final result

Bach of these way3 is accompanied by large mathematical

troubles; they are so immense that so far no solution is
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obtained in a closed form.

'.Ve shal l consider more exactly the wave equation / 5 . 9 / and

/ 5 . 1 1 / obtainable from 3qs. / 1 0 . 1 / . If we use the f i r s t way

of investigation and apply the Laplace's transformation for

the wave equations with assumption of homogeneous boundary

conditions, then we get the system of equations

no.*/

&". F ft-
inhe equation of longitudinal wave for &*O, •••>?•=• C can be

presented in the form

where j * t K are the roots of bi-quadratic equation

oince the roots of th is equation

are expressed in a greatly complicated manner as functions

ox" the parameter •.': , . i t ia clear that applying t.ue Laplace.'

inverse trausforniation for the functions V i~ encounters

jl 'oat dixric-Ulfcieu. i'ho.vefore, we are i'orood ~o employ 1
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approximate solutions. In general, two ways of approximate

solutions are used. The first consists in taking advantage

of the fact that the quantity e^.y-on-n is anal 1 parameter

/7?6-7 • Writting then the functions $ and fi as a

power series in

we lead the Eq. /1O.3/ to the system of equations

7) 7), $'.-.*»/) - I D.4~,

where

For the teniperature ^ we obtain

€*&f'-)' no.?/

When we use the perturbation method,it is satisfactory for

practical purposes to retain only two terms of series/10.5/.

Let us note, moreover, that the functions^concern uncoupled

problem.

Other variant of the perturbation method consists in sol-

ving Bqs. /10.3/ and next expanding the functions contai-

ning the quantities ^/^/o) , fofap) into a pov/cr series
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in the parameter f . This variant was successfully applied

by R.B.Hetnarski £"55 -7 , L^-J for solving a number prob-

lems reffered to a thermoelastic space and semi-space.

The second way for approximate solution consists in deter-

mining the functions <P/&' for small times. The solutions

of this type are very useful since an essential difference

between dynamic and quasi-static problem exists for small

times t . This difference vanishes as time flows.

According the Abel's theorem

to small times there correspond large values of the parame-

t e r ft in the Laplace's transforms. Therefore, in the solu-

tions for Bqs. /10.2/ or Bqs. /1O.JJ/ the term containing the

quantit ies 4*/g,jt>). Kt ft,/b\ should be expanded in powers

of x and several terms of th is expansion should be r e -

tained. Performing the Laplace's inverse transformation pro-

vides f inal ly the approximate solution of the problem.

The works on the propagation of aperiodic waves are not nu-

merous and deal with the simplest systems, they refer to an

e las t i c space and semi-space. Namely, the problem of the

action of instantaneous and continuous concentrated source

of heat in an unbounded thermoelastic space, was investigated

by H.B.Hetnarski C^5 , 6 1 J who applied the method of per-

tux>bation and small times. The problem of the action of

instantaneous and concentrated force in e. space was conside-
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red by E.Soos £~171 • W.Nowacki studied the influence of

initial conditions on the propagation of thermoelastic

waves in an unbounded space ZT57J .

•Ihe problem of determining the field of deformation and

temperature around spherical •void in unbounded space is

allied with problems presented here.

The problem of sudden loading the body boundary was the

subject of two works. In the f irst , M.Lessen £~58_7 applied

the perturbation method, in the second P.Chadwick ^7 56^7

presents the application of the asymptotic method for small

times.

The probl'em of sudden heating boundary of a body with a

spherical void with the application of the perturbation was

investigated by G.A.Nariboli £~59_7 • I* results from the

obtained approximate solutions that thermoelaBtic waves

are damped and dispersed. The influence of coupling defor-

mation and temperature fields is small. The solutions qualita-

tively differ slightly from the solutions obtained within

framework of the theory of thermal stresses.

She second important problem to which several works are

davoted la the propagation of plane wave in a thermoelastic

semi-space caused by sudden heating of the plane bounding

a space. The question consists in the generalization of the

"Danilowski's problem" familiar in the theory of thermal

stresses. This subject was undertaken by Il.B.Hetnarski/~66 j

with the application of the perturbation method and
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making use of the Abel's theorem for small times. The same

problem was investigated by B.A.Boley and I.S.Tolins £SZ~J

as well as by R.Muki and S.Breuer £&3l • The action of

the point heating of thermodynamic semi-space was the sub-

ject of work by G-.Pari /C64-.7 .

The works by I.N.Sneddon ZT57..7 sjad J.Ignaczak £~56J were

devoted to the propagation of longitudinal wave in an elas-

t ic .semi-space and in anlnfinite and semi-infinite space rod.

In this publication, the Fourier's transformation with res-

pect to the position variable was first applied and then an

ordinary differential equation of the second order with res-

pect to time has been solved. Solving this equation and per-

forming the Fourier's inverse transformation led to final

result. \

At the end of this survey, we should present the further de-

veloping directions of thermoelasticity.

It seems that further general theorems will be obtained which

will constitute the generalization of the theorems familiar

in elastodynamics. We mean the generalization of Kirchoff's,

Webber's and Volterra's theorems. The attempts are being made

/T72 7 *o obtain further and wider variational theorems. The

noxt efforts will be directed towards rejecting the restr ic-

tions on small deformations, and thereby towards developing "

thez-moelasticity nonlinear geometrically. Other direction ia-
• a. •

tends to removing Liie restriction *~ •* 7 , i .e . to inves-

tigating bodies with higher toi.Tperatui!ec v.-iien thermal and

mechanical coefficients are the functions of. temperature.
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Recently, investigations have been initiated in the field

of combining the fields of deformation, temperature and

electric fields in piezoelectric materials /~73, 74-, 75 J .

The initiated direction of magneto-thermoelasticity is also

interesting Qt> - 81J.

The question consists in investigating deformation field,

temperature field in electrical conductors in the presence

of strong primary magnetic field.
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